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My top tips for using your phone for
beautiful, simple food photography



Light

Focus

Composition

The Rule of Thirds

Styling and editing

Telling a story

Inspiration

As photographer Chase Jarvis

said, "The best camera is the one

that's with you." And in this busy

day and age the phone is usually

what we have on hand! What you

see here and on my social media is

99% taken on my phone because

of this. But what you take away

from this you could definitely

apply to manual photography too.

The things we will look at in this

brief guide are:
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We all start somewhere

I took a black and white photography

course to extend my Italian visa when

I first met my husband Marco. It

turned out to be one of the best

things I could have done. Later, when

I first started teaching film

photography, it was mostly in a

darkroom, with my 1950s Pentax and

roll of black and white 35mm film. I

loved capturing street photography

like Henri Cartier-Bresson and

watching the magic unfold in the

darkroom.

 

A few years later I decided to start a

food blog, so I sold some prints to

buy my first digital camera and I had

to teach myself everything anew,

from scratch, and learn how to take

food photos with a digital camera.

Now I find myself most of all taking

photos with my Huawei phone.

Years on, I still feel like I'm learning

every day! But I can say that the

fundamentals are the same and the

way I approach a photo snapped with

my phone is similar to how I would

with a manual film camera. 

 



Light
Start with good light. Try to shoot

during the day so you have natural

light. Get right next to a window

or door (like here on the left).

Turn off the lights – they cast a

yellow glow. If you shoot at home,

take note of how the light looks in

your house in various rooms at

different times of the day or

season. Or take it outside.

My ideal situation is an overcast day

or a sunny day, but in the shade.

Try to avoid harsh, bright light as it

will have too much contrast and

dark shadows (unless you want a

dramatic look such as the pasta on

the right), you may also want to

avoid the orange glow of sunset or

blueish early winter mornings. Take

photos to learn and compare. If

you're shooting meals when you are

eating out at a restaurant and you

can't turn the lights off, try to get

outside or ask for a table next to a

window for best results.



Focus

Make sure your image is in

focus! If using a phone, tap on

the 'hero' of the image to make

sure your camera will focus on

that point. If it is still blurry, it

might mean there is not enough

light and your hands are not

steady. You can try propping

the phone against a steady

surface to avoid shaking hands

(unless shooting overhead like

this, then use two hands and try

to keep steady!). 

 

If you need more light, use a

reflector or something white (a piece

of paper or card will do) to bounce

light towards your hero. If you are

out and you don't have anything

else, ask your friends or partner to

shine the screen of their phone

towards the dish, the glow coming

from their phone screen can

sometimes be enough to add just a

hint of subtle light that you need.

Don't resort to using the flash!
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Composition is

probably one of the

most important things

to consider. Whether

to fill the frame, or

take a wider, pulled

back shot, for

instance. 

Have you noticed on

social media that

overhead shots look

really good? Because

it's when lines are the

least distorted on a

phone camera. Try to

hold your phone

perfectly straight for

best results. But also

play around with the

angle and try to mix

things up - see how this

same dish taken at an

angle below is framed

better thanks to the

contrast? The fritters

are more defined.

Which one do you like

better (hint, there is no

right or wrong)?



The rule of
thirds

Always consider the rule of thirds –

that where you imagine a grid of

three horizontal and three vertical

lines; use these lines to compose

your scene, and where they lie or

intersect are crucial points where

you should place the focus of your

composition - our eyes are

naturally drawn here. 

Take the top photo for example.

The hand with a glass of wine is on

a third. So is the salami. Look how

the edge of the board leads your

eye to the glass. Your phone or

camera has a grid that you can use

for the perfect composition.

Also think of negative space as an

element in your composition – and

remember that less really is more.

Experiment and take various shots

of the same dish and see what you

like best.



I like to keep things simple,

unfussy. Do you really need bits

of basil and crumbs scattered

all over the place? Would you

really be eating at a table that

has broken eggshells and flour

spattered artfully around you?

Is basil even in the dish in the

first place? Do wipe the side of

the plate where there is sauce

spilled, but sometimes that

gelato drip is just perfect as is.

If you have been following all

this, then editing should be

minimal and easy.

 

Styling and
Editing:

Keep it real

VSCO app offers some great

editing tools (my favourite that I

have been using for years is the A6

preset). Do the minimum for post-

processing, don't use it to enhance

the photo too much, but more to

do things like straighten and crop.

I do like to make use of exposure

settings, sharpening (which is like a

more subtle 'contrast' button),

even desaturating in some cases

(note, if you have a phone that

likes to predict what you're taking

photographs of and enhance the

colours, try to turn this off).

 



Keep things simple at first so

you can concentrate on the

rest. Choose neutral, natural

colours for backgrounds. I

particularly like wood, stone,

marble, tiles. Play with props

such as plates, cutlery, glasses

and napkins but don't over do it

and remember to also keep it

real. When out at a restaurant

or in public, I like to be discreet

about moving things around. If

in doubt, remove something

from the shot. Less is more.



Consider how patterns, repetition or a human element can be part of

your image making and story telling.



How can your photograph tell a story about a place, a dish, your

trip, your day? What is it that you are trying to say with this

image, are you sharing a recipe, spreading the word about a good

dish, telling a personal story of a long lost food memory? Do you

simply want to share something you find beautiful like a perfect

bowl of imperfect fruit? Sometimes a human element in there

can help bring it to life. Make it yours by telling your story.

Tell a story



Share your photos on social media or with friends to open it up to

feedback. Follow photographers whose work you admire. Look at

their work. Why do like those images? What draws you in – the

colours, the scene, the composition, the props, the mood or

message? Be inspired, but avoid copying - instead, practice creating

photography every day, find your style and what works for you.

Some of the photographers whose work I really enjoy are:

Aran Goyoaga of @cannellevanille whose work I love for its

minimal, effortless, natural approach. She usually has one dish as

the focus (or some beautiful fruit or flowers), maybe something

freshly baked and often up close.

Hetty McKinnon for similar reasons, minimal, one bowl that draws

you in with its absolute deliciousness by keeping it simple and

keeping it real. @hettymckinnon

Irene Berni of @valdirose manages to capture mood in every single

photo of her beautiful bed and breakfast, whether it's her wooden

spoon collection or a blackberry tart.

Eriko of @tokyoette uses repetition and pattern so beautifully in

her photos of her delicious baked goods.

Kym Grimshaw – I like the way Kym uses the human touch in her

photographs, you'll often see hands picking up food or pouring

wine, and adds to the story. @kymgrimshaw

Share, look and learn
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